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Should One Just Buy the Index?
In our view, this is one of the most asked and most relevant questions in investing and has been
for decades. It sounds like a simple “active versus passive” debate (on which we present some
data), but through follow-up questions to those who have asked us, right now many are really
asking, “Should one just buy the S&P 500 instead of this diversified global portfolio, which has
had lower returns for the last six years”? This week we will try to answer both questions. Before
doing so, we want to stress that, in our view, an index is only a piece of the investment puzzle, so
we think the bigger question is: which index (there are many indexes and construction
methodologies), and what portion of assets should be invested in it? As we have said before, an
index does not solve the puzzle of how to divide one’s savings between cash, stocks, and bonds,
to name just three.
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In our experience,
enthusiasm for passive
investment increases
after strong bull
markets such as the late
1990’s and the last
couple of years.
We want to shout,
“Where were the
advocates of index
funds in 2010, following
the “lost decade” for
stocks, when the S&P
500 fell from 1400 to
1100 over the prior 10
years”?

We are users of index funds as a part of an active management strategy because we recognize
that in strong up-trending markets they are hard to beat (see chart below). However, because
they offer no downside protection and no advice, in strong down-trending markets, they offer no
peace of mind and no risk mitigation, in our view. We want to shout, “Where were the advocates
of index funds in 2010, following the “lost decade” for stocks, when the S&P 500 fell from 1400 to
1100 over the prior 10 years”? In our experience, enthusiasm for passive investment increases
after strong bull markets such as the late 1990’s and the last couple of years. We are cautious
about excessive enthusiasm for the S&P 500 following a 9 year period (Feb 2009-Feb 2017) that
has seen the index compound at nearly 18% per annum. Our chart below shows that longtenured active large-cap managers have tended to achieve performance above the S&P 500
when the S&P 500 experienced lower returns. We interpret this data to suggest that if returns
moderate, as we expect, then the pendulum will swing back in favor of active management. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.

Source: AMG Funds, Morningstar. For more information on the chart above, please see AMG Funds, “When Active Management Matters
Most”, dated June 2016. From report, “The above chart plots median actively managed large-cap funds, with manager tenure of greater
than 10 years (longest-tenured portfolio manager), annualized three-year rolling returns (with a quarterly frequency) over the 20-year
period ending March 31, 2016 against the S&P 500 Index returns. Dark gray plot points indicate periods of outperformance and orange plot
points represent underperformance. The distance of the points from the diagonal line indicates the degree of over- or underperformance.
The fund category used is the Morningstar large-cap universe, including growth, value, and blend categories. Performance is net of fees.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.” The above is provided for illustrative purposes only and not intended as an
investment recommendation.
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The chart on page 1 needs further explanation. The horizontal grey line represents the index return for annualized 3-year
rolling returns over a 20-year period ending in March 2016. The dots represent the average return of a group of large-cap
active managers (with manager tenure of more than 10 years) compiled by Morningstar. When the dots are above the
horizontal grey line, the active group, net of fees, has outperformed versus the grey line. We see two main messages in
this data. First, out of 15 rolling 3-year periods that were negative, active outperformed in 14 of them; but, in all 10 periods
when returns were above 18%, the index did better. In the middle, active also has done slightly better. This reinforces the
idea that an index is a momentum vehicle, in which a stock’s weighting is simply a function of the success of its share
price and a value judgment plays no part in an index. As a result, a manager who is making value judgments often
struggles in strong-trending markets when ‘overvalued’ stocks get more overvalued. Our second observation is how
tightly bunched the dots are, which stresses our point about asset allocation. It certainly seems from this data that the
decision between active and passive has been less important than a judgment about future returns, as the range of 3-year
outcomes over this 20-year period has been very wide, from -15% to +30%.
Studying the history of market cycles shows us that, in every major cycle that we have studied around the world,
investors’ emotions frequently cause them to react to performance: selling after market declines (especially big ones) and
buying following market advances, especially long persistent gains – the opposite of buying low and selling high. Our
chart below shows the relative performance of the US versus the rest of the world. Over time, they have performed
similarly but in cycles. You can clearly see the most recent cycle of US underperformance from 2002-2007 and
outperformance since 2011. Following 6 years of outperformance by the US, we think now is the wrong time to abandon a
global strategy, as US stocks are close to their highest relative level in the last 20 years.

THE WEEKLY CHART: LAST 6 YEARS HAS DRIVEN THE US CLOSE TO RELATIVE HIGH

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, RiverFront Investment Group. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see below
for important disclosure information. The above is provided for illustrative purposes only and not intended as an investment
recommendation.
Important Disclosure Information:
Past results are no guarantee of future results and no representation is made that a client will or is likely to achieve positive returns,
avoid losses, or experience returns similar to those shown or experienced in the past.
RiverFront’s Price Matters® discipline compares inflation-adjusted current prices relative to their long-term trend to help identify
extremes in valuation.
Strategies seeking higher returns generally have a greater allocation to equities. These strategies also carry higher risks and are subject to a
greater degree of market volatility.
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Stocks represent partial ownership of a corporation. If the corporation does well, its value increases, and investors share in the appreciation.
However, if it goes bankrupt, or performs poorly, investors can lose their entire initial investment (i.e., the stock price can go to zero). Bonds
represent a loan made by an investor to a corporation or government. As such, the investor gets a guaranteed interest rate for a specific
period of time and expects to get their original investment back at the end of that time period, along with the interest earned. Investment
risk is repayment of the principal (amount invested). In the event of a bankruptcy or other corporate disruption, bonds are senior to stocks.
Investors should be aware of these differences prior to investing.
Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) are sold by prospectus. Please consider the investment objectives, risk, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. The prospectus and summary prospectus, which contains this and other information, can be obtained by
calling your financial advisor. Read it carefully before you invest.
ETFs are subject to substantially the same risks as those associated with the direct ownership of the underlying securities owned by the
ETF. Additionally, the value of the investment will fluctuate in response to the performance of the underlying index or securities. ETFs
typically charge and/or incur fees in addition to those fees charged by RiverFront. Therefore, investments in ETFs will result in the
layering of expenses.
In a rising interest rate environment, the value of fixed-income securities generally declines.
Investments in international and emerging markets securities include exposure to risks such as currency fluctuations, foreign taxes and
regulations, and the potential for illiquid markets and political instability.
Technical analysis is based on the study of historical price movements and past trend patterns. There are no assurances that movements
or trends can or will be duplicated in the future.
RiverFront Investment Group, LLC, is an investment adviser registered with the Securities Exchange Commission under the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940. The company manages a variety of portfolios utilizing stocks, bonds, and exchange-traded funds (ETFs). RiverFront
also serves as sub-advisor to a series of mutual funds and ETFs. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to
change. They are not intended as investment recommendations.
Index Defintions:
It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S&P 500) measures the performance of 500 large cap stocks, which together represent about 75% of the total US
equities market.
Copyright ©2017 RiverFront Investment Group. All rights reserved.
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